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BEN JAKOBER 
(Vienna 1930) 
and 

YANNICK VU 
(Monfort L’Amaury 1942) 

Are British expatriate artists dividing their time between their foundation-museum on Mallorca and their 

home in Marrakech.

Since they were commissioned to make the emblematic 15 metre high sculpture ‘Il Cavallo di 

Leonardo’ for the entrance to the 1993 Venice Biennale by the director Achille Bonito Oliva, they have 

been working and signing together. Further details appear in their biography.  

 

 

BEN JAKOBER  (Benedict Peter Benjamin JAKOBER) 

1930 Born in Vienna (Austria) Parents Henry and Olga are of Hungarian origin. British Nationality 1947. 

1935 Hegelgasse school, Vienna. 

1937 Institut Montana, Zugerberg, Switzerland. 

1939 Arrives in England and goes to Belmont school. 

1942 Mill Hill school, Higher certificate. 

1948 Military Service in the British Army, receives a commission. Posted to Tripoli, acting Captain. 

1950 La Sorbonne, Paris. 

1952 Works in his father’s grain and oil business in London. Travels in India. Meets Domenico Gnoli and 

they become lifelong friends. 

1955 Arrives in Paris. Employed by the Edmond de Rothschild group. Specializes in construction and 

finance. Becomes a shareholder and director and retires in 1968. 

1968 Goes to live at «Mortitx», a mountain farm in Mallorca and leads an isolated existence. 

1969 Discovers Land Art and with the aid of a one armed dynamiter creates his first work: 2 dams in 

which the water when seen from a certain angle merges with the sea on the horizon. The water 

from the dams is used to irrigate a previously infertile valley. 
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1970 Domenico Gnoli dies in New York. 

1971 Yannick Vu comes to live at «Mortitx». Extensive travel in Morocco. 

1972 Travel to Niger to make a film with Mati Klarwein and a team of 4 technicians. Marries Yannick Vu at 

Tlalpan (Mexico). 

1973 Birth of Maima.  

1974 – 1978 Spend half of each year on the island of Huahiné Tahiti. 

1980 Moves to Sa Bassa Blanca, a house designed by Hassan Fathy the great Egyptian arquitect. 

1982 Makes first sculptures - the «Slop Art» series. First (individual) exhibition at the FIAC Paris (Octave 

Negru). 

1983 Receives the commission for a monumental sculpture Urizen for the Balearic University Campus. 

Pierre Restany writes the first text about Ben Jakober for the catalogue of the exhibition in Prato 

(Metastasio). Giuliano Gori acquires Family Tree for the Fattoria di Celle, Pistoia. Joint exhibition with 

Yannick Vu in Vienna (Brandstätter). Francisco Catalá Roca starts to photograph all Ben Jakober’s 

work, later his son Andreu Catalá takes over. 

1984 Collaboration with the architect Claude Parent for a monumental project marking the geographical 

centre of France (Le Nombril de la France). Unrealized. Exposition - Happening at Galería Privat 

and in the streets of Palma. Multicoloured (organic dyes) pigeons are released so they fly back 

to their homes around the island and the streets are hung with coloured clothes (see video). 

Sculpture Pigeon for La Colombe d’Or, Saint Paul de Vence. Invited to participate in the major 

touring exhibition «L’Art et le Temps». 300.000.000 Years is exhibited at Palais des Beaux Arts 

Brussels; Louisiana Museum, Humlebaek; Museum Moderner Kunst, Vienna; The Barbican, London 

etc. Works in metal and stone and begins collaboration with the Parellada foundry in Barcelona. 

Exhibition at Galerie Littmann, Basle. Frederic Grunfeld writes in the catalogue. 

1985 Interest in Computer Circuits. Transfers the images to stone (Memory). 

1986 – 1996 Spend half of each year at their house in Paris Cité Malesherbes. 

1986 «Archéologie du Présent» series begins and is shown in a solo exhibition at the FIAC, Paris (Levy). 

Commission for BC1, a large scale sculpture for La Défense, Paris (installed 1988). Rosetta AD 

1986 has its first showing at the Salon de Montrouge. The project to bury this piece under the 

foundations of I.M. Pei’s Pyramid for the Louvre is then thwarted by a change of government. 

Selected by Arturo Schwarz to participate in the 42nd Biennale di Venezia (Art & Alchemy) with La 

Voie Sèche and Leçons de Philosophie. The latter is acquired by the Musée d’Art Moderne, Brussels. 

Installation at the Capella de la Misericordia, Palma includes Relatividad (50 slate blackboards on 

gilded easels on which 50 children draw their vision of Golden Image, a large neon helmet). (See 
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video) Francisco Calvo Serraller writes in the catalogue. Exhibition at Kultur Kontor, Hamburg. The 

Kunsthalle acquires 300.000.000 Years and Kunsthalle Bremen acquires Bande à Part. 

1988 Commission for Radiodetection, Bristol. Observatory is inaugurated by H.R.H. The Prince of Wales. 

The large scale sculpture BCXXXXL is purchased for the Seoul Olympic Park. It is exhibited at 

ARCO, Madrid before shipping (Galerie Eric Frank with Victor Mira). 

1989 First exhibition in New York (Access). Shows computer circuits engraved on granite slabs and large 

obelisks made of circuit boards. Shows with Yannick Vu in Vienna (Würthle). Museum Moderner 

Kunst acquires Rosetta AD 1986. 

1990 City of Palma acquires BC2001 a large steel helmet. It is now installed in front of the Cathedral. The 

public of the town of Pollensa votes to buy Biblioteca Mallorquina. It’s installed at the entrance of 

the Claustro de Santo Domingo. 

1991 MVSEV installation at the Misericorida. 10 TV monitors show videos of exhibitions on at the same 

time in 10 museums around the world. Billboards all around the city carry the word «MVSEV» with 

an arrow «----->» (see video). The installation moves on to Arnolfini, Bristol and Museum Moderner 

Kunst, Vienna in 

1992 Maima Jakober dies tragically. In consequence Ben Jakober works on the Cruxigrams series -black 

and white squares in ceramic tile, wood, plastic or metal. They are shown in Palma in November 

(Guaita), later going on to Hamburg (Levy) and Vienna (Steinek). The Museum Moderner Kunst, 

Vienna buys San Miguel. Texts in the catalogue are by Michael Peppiatt, Basilio Baltasar and 

Santiago B. Olmo. La Copa de Paolo Uccello, a 10 metre high sculpture is commissioned and 

installed by the Balearic Autonomous Government on the Andratx motorway. The Endless Columns 

are shown at EXPO Sevilla (Balearic Pavillion). Endless Columns and a small version of Copa de Paolo 

Uccello are shown at Salas del Arenal, EXPO Sevilla. The small version of Copa de Paolo Uccello 

participates in Paolo Uccello, «Battaglie nell’arte del XX Secolo», curated by Achille Bonito Oliva 

at Erice, the exhibition then moves to Rome (Sala Bramante) in 1993. Chiesa Madre a work in the 

Cruxigrams series participates in «Paesaggio con Rovine» curated by Achille Bonito Oliva in 

Gibellina. The piece is permanentally installed in the town. 

1993 Aurora García is the curator and writes in the catalogue. The Ventilografs and Sun series are 

shown in Zaragoza (Torreón de Fortea). Participates in the inaugural exhibition and is permanently 

installed at F.A E. Musée d’Art Contemporain, Pully, Lausanne. Biblioteca Nostra an eight ton stone 

sculpture is acquired and installed at Centro Cultural «Sa Nostra». Installation with video for Pierre 

Restany’s «Le Coeur et la Raison», Musée des Jacobins, Molaix. 

1993 The Smoke Signals project is developed for MEDIALE, Hamburg. MVSEVM installations at Arnolfini, 

Bristol and Museum Moderner Kunst (Hercules Saal), Vienna. Design for editions of MVSEVM scarf 

and MVSEVM wrist watch. 
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1994 In March the Miró Foundation awards the Pilar Juncosa & Sothebys Special Prize to Ben Jakober. 

The jury includes Margit Rowell, Maria Lluïsa Borràs, Emilio Fernández Miró, Tobias Meyer and 

Pablo Rico. 

1994 Silk screen print of Mazzocchio for the Miró Foundation. Elected associate member of the Royal 

Society of British Sculptors. 

YANNICK VU 

 1942 Born in Montfort- L’Amaury (France). Her father Vu Cao Dam is a Vietnamese painter born in Hanoi. 

Her mother is a French pianist. Lives in Paris 

1949 Lives in Béziers  

1951 Lives in Vence. From 1952 to 1957 follows classes at the Institut Montaigne in Vence. 

1957 Lives in Saint Paul de Vence. Studies at the Institut de Lettres in Nice. 

1962 Lives in Paris. Participates to the Salon de la Jeune Peinture (1962). Meets Domenico Gnoli and Ben 

Jakober. 

1963 Lives between Deyà in Mallorca, Paris, and Rome, with Domenico Gnoli whom she marries in 1965 

in New York till his death in the same town in 1970. During these years they travel extensively for 

his assignments as an illustrator. 

1970 Travels to India. 

1972 Lives at Mortitx, Mallorca, with Ben Jakober. With him and a small crew, they travel to Niger to 

make a film about the Peuls. 

1973 Marries Ben Jakober in Tlapan (Mexico) after a long journey through Panama, Guatemala, 

Honduras and Mexico. 

1974 Birth of Maima. She starts a collection of children portraits from the XVIth century till the XIXth 

century. 

1975 Lives between Huahiné (French Polynesia) and Mortitx (Mallorca). Resumes painting.  

1980 Moves to Sa Bassa Blanca, (Mallorca) built on the plans of the Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy. 

Shows at the Galerie Brachot, Paris. 

1980 Paints mostly oils and exhibits regularly her work in Paris, Brussels, Hamburg. 

1985 Series of charcoal drawings and oils on the self-portrait theme.  
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1986 Series of sculptures in patinated terra-cotta. 

1990 Writes the text for an exhibition of Domenico Gnoli’s works at Fundación Caja de Pensiones, 

Madrid. 

1991 Writes the catalogue and organises the exhibition «NINS» of the collection of children portraits at 

the Misericordia in Palma de Mallorca.  

1992 Maima Jakober dies tragically in a traffic accident.  

1995 Rizzoli publishes her book written in 1992 «Piccoli Principi Nella Grande Pittura Europea» -a history 

of Europe illustrated by 101 children portraits dating from the XVth to the XIXth century chosen 

from various Museums and private collections. 

 

YANNICK VU & BEN JAKOBER 

1986 Commission for Le Vase de Soissons, first joint project with Yannick Vu, for Le Parc de Maucreux, 

France. Before shipping the work is included in the exhibition «Tristán» at the Misericordia where 

Ben Jakober meets Achille Bonito Oliva. 

1987 Commission for Fountain for New York (Asher Edelman). 

1988 Fondation Vincent Van Gogh, Arles acquires Hommage à Van Gogh for their permanent collection. 

Ben Jakober and Yannick Vu are invited by Achille Bonito Oliva and the Biennale committee to 

install a monumental work on the lagoon at the entrance of the 45th Biennale di Venezia. Inspired 

by a Leonardo Da Vinci drawing of the armature for the mould of a horse’s head they make various 

models, then draw up computer assisted working plans, which allows the sculpture to be built at 

a naval shipyard in Mira. It is towed on a barge to the Giardini passing in front of San Marco. The 

14 metre Il Cavallo di Leonardo becomes the emblem of the Biennale and its image is reproduced 

in hundreds of newspapers and magazines around the world. After the Biennale the sculpture is 

permanently installed in Ravenna on the property of the sponsor’s family. José Luis Brea writes on 

the subject in the Biennale Catalogue. Simultaneously an exhibition, curated by Gae Aulenti, of the 

preparatory drawings of Il Cavallo is shown at Palazzo Salviati on the Canal Grande, also shown 

there is the first glass and iron version of Il Cavallino (an edition of 6 produced in collaboration with 

Venini (Murano). This exhibition travels to the Centro Cultural Italiano, Madrid in February 1994. A 

silk screen print of Il Cavallo di Leonardo is designed for the City of Palma.  

1990 The artists are awarded jointly the Siurell de Plata Prize by the Ultima Hora Group and the Hondero 

Balear Prize from the Promotion of Mallorcan Tourism. 

1994 Yannick Vu and Ben Jakober decide to continue working as a team signing their work jointly. Joint 

exhibition «Chthonian - Apollonian» Ben Jakober-Yannick Vu at the Centre Cultural Contemporani 
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Pelaires. Catalogue with texts by Werner Krüger, Achille Bonito Oliva and Fernando Schwartz. The 

«Sa Nostra» Bank buys Quadriga a large aluminium and neon sculpture to install in the entrance of 

their new headquarters. H.M. The King of Spain inaugurates the space. Installation of Mazzocchio in 

the large space of the Miró Foundation, Palma. Catalogue with text by Maria Lluïsa Borràs and Pablo 

Rico. This work is purchased by the Unione Industriale Pratese for permanent installation against the 

City wall at Prato. Ben Jakober and Yannick Vu participate in and make a special piece for «Tributo 

a Masaccio» at Erice curated by Achille Bonito Oliva. The work is acquired by Guiliano Gori and is 

permanently installed at Fattoria di Celle. 

1995 A CAD Drawing of the Cavallo series is acquired by the Uffizi in Florence and participates in the 

«Risarcimento» exhibition in the Sala delle Reali Poste. Ben Jakober and Yannick Vu’s Chthonian 

- Apollonian in a modified form is exhibited at Galerie Montenay, Paris, Apollo & Aphrodite (after 

Barbie & Ken copyright Mattel Inc) are shown for the first time. Ben Jakober and Yannick Vu 

participate in «Nutrimenti dell’Arte» (curator Achille Bonito Oliva’s hommage to Rabelais) at Erice 

and Gibellina with separate works from 1982. 

1996 February, exhibition of the Cavallo di Leonardo’s drawings, models, and a reduced version of the 

sculpture at the «Istituto Italiano» in Paris. Ben Jakober and Yannick Vu exhibit Jalousie at the gallery 

«Pièce Unique», Paris, in June. They participate to the Sao Paolo Biennial with the installation Jeu de 

la Souffrance et de l’Espoir. 

1996–2006 Spend half of each year in their house in Valletta, Malta. 

1998 February-March «Borotvaelen» an installation/exhibition of works created jointly, some especially 

for the museum, is shown at the Mucsarnok Palace of Art, Budapest. The artists also participate in 

the group exhibition “Disidentico maschile, femminile e oltre” in Palermo and Naples curated by 

Achille Bonito Oliva. Yannick receives the Ramon Llull prize. 

1999 Ben Jakober’s sculpture Anomalous Fossil Nº2 owned by the Hechinger collection is shown in «Tools 

as Art» at the National Building Museum in Washington. Ben Jakober becomes a Fellow of the 

Royal Society of British Artists. 

2000 Participation in the group exhibitions: «Seducciones» Barbie & Ken in aluminium 220 cm high 

travels to Galería Fernando Latorre in Zaragoza; «The Art of Barbie» for the Elton John Aids 

Foundation/Mattel an intervention on a Barbie doll to raise funds; «Stanze e Segreti» curated by 

Achille Bonito Oliva at the Rotonda della Besana in Milan. 

2001 «Una Mirada Subjetiva» An overview of the artists joint work from 1984-2001 curated by Pablo 

Rico is shown at the Castillo de Santa Barbara in Alicante with the site specific installation Calabozo 

made of fibre optic remaining in the Castle’s permanent collection. Participation in the Bienal de 

Valencia with the installation Misterium Anatomicum. Winners of the Competition for a Work of Art 

for the New Palace of Justice in Salerno (Architect David Chipperfield). 
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2002 «Perspectivas» Pablo Rico takes the overview exhibition slightly updated to the Palacio de 

Sástago in Zaragoza. «La Natura, L’Arte, La Meraviglia» curated by Walter Guadagnini travels to 

Padova and Venice. Hamaca made of fibre optic is shown at ARCO, Madrid with Galerie de France. 

2003 Duchamp’s Ghost goes to ARCO, Madrid with Galerie de France. The large scale sculptures Triple 

Cone and Archimedes Fountain are installed at Hotel Florida Barcelona. The new stained glass 

windows designed by the artists are installed at Puigpunyent church. 

2004 Participation in «Swarovski Crystal Palace» at the Salone di Mobile, Milan with Bucky Lite. “Es 

Baluard” Contemporary Art Museum in Palma de Mallorca opens and Ritual forms part of its 

permanent collection. Obelisk BM in sandblasted black granite is commissioned for the Fundación 

March in Palma de Mallorca.  

2005 Lamparas Euromed are commissioned for a factory near Barcelona. The Kühn Golf Tournament 

commissions prizes and a limited edition scarf and tie. 

2006 -2010 Spend half of each year in Guanacaste, Costa Rica. 

2006 The new Pigeon V made of G654 granite spends the summer at the «Contemporary Sculpture 

Park», Newby Hall, Ripon. The Faro della Giustizia a commission fruit of a competition for the David 

Chipperfield Palace of Justice is finally installed in Salerno. 

2007 Araña takes part in «Swarovksi Crystal Palace», Salone di Mobile, Milan. Creation of giant animals 

inspired by ancient civilizations and installation at the Sculpture Park, Fundación Yannick y Ben 

Jakober. Installation of the commissioned giant luminous Cones at the Peninsula Hotel, Tokyo. 

2008 Maricidio, installation at Museo de Arte y Diseño Contemporáneo, San José, Costa Rica highlights 

the problem of abandoned fishing nets. 

2009 Installation of the commissioned Curls for the Peninsula Hotel, Shanghai. Talbot Lago is a 

commission for a private collector in the UK. 

2011 Move to Marrakech where they spend more than half of each year. 

2011 «Ho Veus» an exhibition in the Church of the Convent of Santo Domingo, Pollensa explores 

perception of art. Exhibition of maquettes of large scale works at Can Fondo, Alcudia which belong 

to the Fundación Yannick y Ben Jakober. 

2012 «Flash-Back» a retrospective exhibition of the separate work of each artist and then their joint 

work shows for three months at the Pera Museum in Istanbul. An exhibition at the Torre de 

Canyamel, Mallorca further explores the spectator’s perception of art by showing works inspired 

by the Rorschach tests. 


